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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS PERTINENT TO PROCESSING
OF ENDF/B6 TYPE RESONANCE CROSS SECTION DATA

L INTRODUCTION

Richard N. Hwang
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argome, Illinois 60439
636/252-4877

In view of our increasing dependence on computations
rather than construction and operation of more costly
experimental facilities, the rigor and accuracy achievable by.
calculational methods certainly deserve more attention. This
is particularly so for the Monte Carlo methods which are
generally regarded as the ultimate computational standard for
the entire nuclear community around the globe.

One obvious question that one may raise is whether the
numerical algorithms deployed to process cross sections
accurately reflect the rigor of the state-of-the-art nuclear data.
The case in point is particularly essential in the resolved and
the unresolved resonance regions, which constitute the most
demanding task in all processing codes for reactor applica-
tions. For the resolved energy region, the point-wise cross
sections are highly fluctuating functions of energy and
temperature. In light of the availability of a large body of
resonance data spanning over the much expanded energy
ranges for most of major nuclides, critical examinations and
improvement where appropriate, of the existing methods are
apparently in order. For the unresolved energy region,
improvement of traditional methods based on statistical
approaches for treating the self-shielding effects is also
desirable. From the perspective of the Monte Carlo approach,
an alternative means for generating the probability tables
without the inevitable difficulties associated with statistical
uncertainties and/or those with concerns of uniqueness is
needed.

The accuracy considerations provide the motivation for
the recent efforts at ANL to upgrade the existing VIMB

‘2 developed in early 70’s in order to dealprocessing codes
with these issues. Various tasks of upgrading are still at
various stages of development. The purpose of this paper is
to present an up-to date account of the work in progress.

II. NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF RESONANCE
TREATMENT IN RESOLVED REGION

From the perspective of applications based on the pre-
computed point-wise cross section libraries, three considera-
tions are most essential: (1) accurate algorithms for computing
the cross section at any energy and temperatur~ (2) optimal
strategy for mesh point structure (in energy as well as in
temperature) to presewe the rigor of the cross section behavior
at minimum storage requiremen~ (3) viable inte~olation
scheme at run time to extract cross section wdues with the least
loss in accuracy. These have been the focal points of our
recent efforts. The related developments will be presented
in order as follows.

A. An Analytical Method for Exact Broadening of
Cross Section

AS described in earlier work3 in conjunction with the
utilization of the newly released Reich-Moore parameters,4
the general features of the traditional Doppler-broadened line
shape fimctions can remain intact if the generalized pole
representation is used. The latter makes possible the
representation of cross sections as a linear combination of the
traditional Doppler-broadened limeshape fimction, whereby
the usual resonance integral concept and the t%rdarnentalbasis
for the related numerical algorithms commonly used in reactor
applications can be preserved. It is important to point out,
however, that tier improvements are required if it is applied
to systems other than fast reactors originally intended. For
the sake of completeness, two areas that require attention are
(1) low-energy limit to preserve the rigor of Solbrig’s kemet
(2) inclusion of all second order effects resulting from the
weakly energy-dependent quantities involving the hard-sphere
phase shifl factor. For these reasons, a generalized Doppler-
broadened line shape function has been developed to account
for what were not accurately considered before. While the
detailed derivations have been presented in Ref. 5, a brief



summary will be given as follows.

1. Generalized Doppler-broadened line shape
function. For the resonance components, the exponential
factor exp (-i2@,), which appears in compound nucleus
and resonance scattering cross sections signif@g the inter-
ference between the potential scattering cross section and
the resonance component, is responsible for the second
order Doppler effect not accounted for previously. By
definition, ~, = p - tan-ly,(p) where y,(p) is the well-
known rational fimction of p = ka for a given angular
momentum state 1. Thus, the factor in question is
expressible as

-124/ = ~-lzp 1 + ~Y/(P) =
e e

1 - ~Y/(P)
-’2+0 C,(P) , (1)

where (,(p) is a rational function of order 1an~ like the
resonance components, can be represented by the pole
expansion,

The rationalization of the 1>0 component makes
possible the generalized line shape fiction for a given
pole p; of the following forms at 0° K.

( )B:” O, 0, p; =
(-i) exp(-i2$,)

Pi-@

[

= exp(-i2c$) ‘-i) ‘(o - ~ ~2)
p; - Jz J=l

where ~(~ and
&

‘0 are coefilcients resulting from partial
fraction while d, denotes the poles of the rational function
~l(ka). Here, the subscript g denote either the generalized
line shape finction for compound nucleus cross section
(g e rt) or resonance scattering cross section (g ~ m). For
the s-wave, ~(o)= 1 and (3})= O. The line shape function for
the corresponding fission and capture (g cj and g E c) can
be consideredas the specialcase of Eq. (2) in which @oand $0
are set to zero while ~f~ is set to unity.

Hence, the exact Doppler-broadened line shape
function corresponding to the generalized line shape
function defined above requires only the specification of a
gene ic integral involving only the s-wave component,

~)B(o) @O, pi , over the Solbrig’s kemelc at a given Doppler
wfd Am. By utilizing the Faltung theorem of Fourier
transform, it has been shown that the generic integral can be

expressed ass

(-c”) O, Am, P; ) (3)

where the function W(z) is identifiable with the traditional
complex probability integral with the exception of a shift
factor in its argument and the correction term is defined as

(coseOt - atsin%t) exp(-t2- 24Etl&)

[p;/&]’ -,2

and

(4)

and a = iAm/p~, respectively. As discussed earlier, the
correction term plays a role only in the low-energy region
and vanishes rapidly as @ becomes much greater than the
Doppler width Am. That is to say that Eq. (3) retains the
same fictional form as the traditional Doppler-broadened
line shape fimction in the region where resonances are
present for most of isotopes of practical interest. For our
purpose here, the contribution from the correction term is
not taken lightly. As indicated in Ref. 5, one of the most
effective and accurate means to evaluate this correction term
adopted was the duect use of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature
for the semi-infmite range developed by Steen et al?

The generic form defined by Eq. (3) can be
extended to the case with any arbitrary value of 1deducible
from Eq. (2) so tha~

B~”(@Am,pi)=~(oB~)(@sAmJP;)

- ~ @“B:)(@,Am,#) ; />0,J
j-1

(5)

where g e rt, m denoting the compound nucleus or resonance
scattering component. For the case of fission or capture whm.
the interference factor is absen4 the Doppler-broadened lime
shape fimctionis simplya specialcaseof Eq. (3) with ka and~}”
set to zero, and ~(~ set to unity.
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Thus, the Doppler-broadened cross sections are
completely specified once the generalized line-shape tlmction
defined in Eq. (3) is known.

2, Doppler-broadening of the potential scattering
cross section, The rationalization of the interference factor
for the higher order f-state defined by Eq. (1) makes possible
the representation of the potential scattering cross section for
all 1>0 as the superposition of its s-wave component and
the pole-like terms that appear in Eq. (2). The Doppler-
broadening of the former can be derived analytically with the
result given below while that of the latter can be identified
with the generalized line shape fhnction defined by Eq. (3):5

Z@(u,g)= + {[1erf ~ - e-4k~a2<cos(2kOau)

+ii-i%v]7 “)

where ~ (x,y) is the traditional symmetric component of the
Doppler-broadened line shape finction, &= A: /4, and
u=~.

Two limiting cases of particular practical interest
deducible from Eq. (~) are: - -

(1) Iim O:)(U, g) = 4mz* ;
(u/@--

(2) Iim uj”(u, Q = 47ca2 [(4+5)/ (JZu:
(u/fi)-o

I

The former verifies the obvious fact that the potential
scattering cross section, at least for the case of s-wave, is
insensitive to tempemture in the relatively high energy several
Doppler widths away from the origin. The latter reflects the
consequences of applying the same criterion that SolbrigG
proposed for broadening of absorption cross section. As the
resul~ the scattering cross section exhibits the I/v dependence
at elevated temperature not observed in the case of zero
temperature and becomes proportional to the Doppler width

~ forall El~-O.

3. SUPERW code package for computing analytical
broadening of cross sections. A code package? SUPERW,
based on the analytical method described above has been
developed for applications that utilizes the generalized pole
representation. Various algorithms required to preserve the
rigor of the analytical approach has been described in Ref.
5. To facilitate implementation of the proposed method as
the means to compute point-wise cross sections for practical

applications, a code, POLEBRD,S readily amenable to the
existing VIMB processing codez have been developed and
verified by comparing the results to those obtained via other
numerical methods. The related topics will be discussed in
the following section.

B. Critical Examination of Commonly Used
Numerical Approaches for Doppler-Broadening

Two findamentrd issues pertinent to applications of the
pre-computedpoint-wise cross sections to reactor calculations
must be thoroughly examined prior to the deployment of the
proposed method to the VIMB processing codez. Firsg direct
verification of the method via benchmark calculations vs.
various numerical methods is necessary in order to establish
that it is not only analytically rigorous but numerically exacg
to the extent achievable by various special fimction subroutines
adopted. Secondly, critical examinations of various numerical
methods can establish a convincing basis that it is, indeed,
the best choice for our efforts to upgrade the existing
processing code VIMB?

1. Qualitative nature of various numerical methods
examined. Within the context of the stated objectives,
examinations have been focused on numerical methods most
susceptible to the VIM13processing code.]”2 Two classes of
methods of particular interest are the kernel-broadening
approaches based on the piece-wise integration and the fide
difference approach for solving the heat equation similar to
the heat conduction in either semi-infinhe or infinite medium?
The latter has been used in the current VIMB code.’~

a. Kernel-broadening schemes in perspective.
The kernel-broadening schemes can be generally regarded
as those making direct use of the analytical property of the
weight fimction of the Gaussian type that appears in the
integrand. With no loss of generality, the piece-wise integrals
for Doppler-broadening of cross section can be represented
as

{/
“’’-ye+(t+ y) f[A~ (t+y), 0] ~tf(y, Am)=~ $

Jzy i=l x,-y

N

-z/
““+ye-fl (t - y) J[~ (t-y),o] ~f

i=o ~,+r } (7)

~}where xi is the set of pre-selected base grids and
y=@ ~ ,with x,s Ys x,+,, is the arbitrary mesh point to
be computed. The entry fimction considered here is
J(x, O)= @u (x, O) according to the criterion of Solbrig for
absorption cross section.GFor our purpose here, the same set
of base grids used in the finite difference method of the
UNIDOP module of the VIMB codel’2 can be utilized to
provide the consistent basis for comparison.
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The method can be classified into two general
categories depending on how the Gauss weight is utilized.
They will, henceforth, be referred to as “implicit” method and
“explicit” method.

“Implicit” kernel-broadening scheme: One
obvious numerical method that can provide the highest degree
of accuracy for any given set of base grid is the generalized
Gauss-Hermite quadrature for such integrals with arbitrary
upper and lower limits. Thus, the integral of interest can be
represented by

(8)

= ~w,(t,+ ~[AJt,*y),o],
/=1

where w, and t, are weight and abscissae pertaining to such
a quadrature. It will, henceforth, be referred to as the GGHQ”
scheme. The utilization of the above equation requires the
specification of the weights and abscissae of low orders. One
apparent starting point is the earlier work by Steen et al.’ for
treating such an integral with the lower limit of integration
of zero. The method can be readily extended to the general
case under consideration using the same recursive relation
for the associated orthogonal polynomial with the modified
coefficients in accordance with the appropriate moments.s
A code, QSTEEN, has been developed to compute the weights
and abscissae of arbitrary order in extended precision.E For
our purpose here, however, it suffices to focus on the case of
two-point quadrature in which the weights and abscissae can
be determined analytically without resorting to the iterative
procedure for computing the roots of the polynomial in
question.a

The well-known advantage of the Gauss
quadrature is that Eq. (8) is exact as long as the integrand
excluding the weight fimction is implicitly expressible by any
polynomial oforder 2N -1. For the two-point quadrature,
this criterion will be met ifthe entry function can be represented
by a polynomial of cubic order. Another feature of great
significance here isthat this method does not require the explicit
assumption of the derivatives of the highly fluctuating entry
fiction in question, It should be noted also that this method
automatically preserves the analytical limits of cross sections
in the limit of low energy achievable with small number of
base grids. This is quite apparent when the zero temperature
absorption and scattering cross sections approach I/v and
constan~ respectively.

“Explicit” kernel-broadening schemes: In
contras~ the same integral can be evaluated via the low-order

Taylor’sexpansion with theresultingexpression representable
by

where kl~) denotes the n ‘horder moment of the Gaussian
over the i’h “interval and c“ (xi,y) is the corresponding
coefficient resulting from the Taylor’s expansion of the entry
function. These quantities depend on how the Taylor’s
expansion is defined for the entry fiction. For reactor physics
applications, the expansion seldom goes beyond the linear
term for practical reasons. Unlike the “implicit” scheme, this
scheme, to be referred to as the “explicit” scheme, requires
the explicit specification of at least the fwst order derivative
of the entry fimction or cross section via the finite difference
method. Thus, the fundamental assumption is no different
than the heat equation approach to be described.

One most widely used “explicit” method is based
on the linearity assumption of cross sections in the energy
domain? The substitution the fmt order expansion into Eq.
(7) yields the summation up to fourth order moment in Eq.
(9). This scheme will, henceforth, be referred to as K13SLSE
scheme (kernel-broadening scheme with linear segment in
energy). The fact that the integration in question is defined
in the momentum domain and the linearity assumption made
for the energy domain makes it difticult to preserve the l/v
behavior of absorption without unnecessarily large number
of base grids leads to consideration of an alternative methods
The latter, to be referred to as AKES, is based on the first order
Taylots expansion of the entry fimction @u (E, O) in @-
domain. Thus, the l/v criterion for absorption can be met with
the use of small number of base grids and the sum of Eq. (9)
can be limited to moments of the second order and under.

b. Equivalence of the heat equation approach to
the duect integral approach. The equivalence of the solution
of the following heat equation:

d2f (u, ~) _ af(u, ~)

du2 a~
(lo)

to the Doppler-broadening via the integral method has always
been assumed. It is important to point OULhowever, that such
an equivalence, strictly speakiig, is true only if the appropriate
boundary conditions are used: Only two special cases of the
heat conduction problems are relevant to the case in point.
One case is the heat conduction in a semi-infmite medium
subject to boundary condition~(O, ~) =f (-, ~) = Oand initial
condition f (u, O)= ErJ(u, O). It can be shown8 most readily
via the use Fourier sine transform of Eq. (10) with respect to
u that the solution is, indeed, identical to the direct integration
of the product of Solbrig’s kernel and the entry function

. r—. ,7----?. -- ,.. ,., .T7- !,. ,. . . . . ,-7Z-V=.->-W.-” -”- --- =-.. ..,. ., ... ,. . ..r .,—m. . . . .. k
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@u (u, O). Conversely, it can also be shown’ that the
introduction of non-vanishing boundary conditions can lead
to deviations ftom the expected integral form. Another case
of relevance here is the heat conduction in an infinite medium
also subject to vanishing boundary conditions. It can be
shown*that the solution of the latter is equivalent to the integral
approach in the relatively high energy region where the second
term in the Solbrig’s kemelGvanishes. In the context of Eq.
(3), it is equivalent to the situation where the correction term
becomes negligible.

In practical applications, the solution is usually
carried out via the finite difference method in which linearity
of the entry function between the adjacent base grid in u as
well as ~ domains is assumed. Two known methods based
on the finite difference method which have been used to
process the point-wise cross sections are sometimes referred
to as “implicit” and “explicit” method. For the “implicit”
metho~ also known as the Crank-Nicholson metho~ the result
at any given mesh u, and $ requires the solution of a tin
diagonal matrix equation. One inevitable assumption for
Doppler-broadening applications is the need to introduce the
non-vanishing boundary condition,to otherwise the number
of base grids can become unmanageable. The non-vanishing
boundary condition, in principle, introduces deviation
unaccountable via the integral approach. For the “explicit”
method, the solution can be expressed as the sum of the
cumulative terms over all temperature steps ~~< ~. As
indicated in Ref. 11, the latter can be applied to the case
equivalent to the heat conduction in the infinite mechm
without ambiguity.

For our purpose here, attention is focused on
the “implicit” methodl” developed in early 70’s and adopted
in the UNIDOP module of the VIMJ3code.’z The actual non-
vanishing boundary conditions assumed are

f; ’’=xi ’=””” ”=fl;
(11)

f;; =f:+, ‘“””” =~+,
. .

where the subscripts and superscripts denote the u and ~ mesh
grids at the boundaries, respectively. The potential truncation
errors resulting tlom this assumption, obviously sensitive to
the level density of the nuclide, we not analytically tractable
especiallywhen applied to the processing of the newly released
resonance data based on the Reich-Moore parameters in the
much expanded resolved energy ranges. Unlike the single
level Breit-Wigner parametem, the latter can extend t&beyond
the specified boundaries of the resolved energy range in order
to account for the tail contributions from distant levels. The
boundary condition criteria in the existing algorithm are
believed to be responsible for the larger observed errors in

the VIMB results for some cases than those obtained by other
numerical methods as one shall see.

c. Results of “controlled” benchmark calcula-
tions. The accuracies of the point-wise cross sections obtained
by using various numerical methods can be affected by three
major factors: (1) viability of the numerical algorithm; (2) total
number of mesh grids depIoyed; (3) strategies to place the
base grids. For our purpose here, the last two factors will be
considered separately in conjunction to the pursue of
optimization of mesh structures for the cross section libraries.

To evaluate the relative merits of various
numerical algorithms, a code, COMPARE.ALL, which
encompasses various numerical methods considered here
along with the analytical method, has been developed to
provide the internal consistencies required for meaningfully
comparisons.*The identical subroutines as those in the VIMB
code for base grid generation and the corresponding zero
temperature Reich-Moore cross sections are used to ensure
the internal consistency of the calculations. This code also
provides the direct means to verify the numerical rigor of the
analytical method coded VS. various numerical methods
considered.

A Iarge body ofpxults from the extensivebench-
mark ca!cuIations8canperhapsbe best summarized graphically
for a few representative cases. Since the mesh grid structures
in the code is based on the algorithm of a fixed number of
points per resonance plus an additional number of points per
decade with the default values set at 99 and 40, respectively,
the total number of mesh grids depends strongly on the total
number of resonances involved. Thus, the best case scenario
is for the nuclides with high-level density, which yields more
mesh grids per unit energy favomble to all numerical methods
concerned. On the otherhan~ such a grid generation algorithm
leads to the least favorable scenario for nuclide with well-
isolated levels. For major actinides of practical interest ~s
and LP8 are the obvious examples of these two extremes.

Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of % relative
errors in point-wise cross section results for W obtained via
various numerical methods with respect to those obtained via
the analytical method. The energy intervaI considered is the
second of the eleven disjoint resolved ener~ ranges specified
in the current release of ENDF/B 6 data.4 Several strikiig
observations can be summarized as follows:

● The GGHQ results are, at leas~ three order of magnitude
smaller than any other numerical methods considered
using the identical set of base grids.

● The VIMB results are substantially higher than all others
in spite of the extremely large number of common grids

... . .7, , ,., ,,. ,,,, ,.m,. r.,.- ,,. . .,, .,..-,. ,. .,.,.,,,,,.. . . . . . . .,. , .. .. . . . . . ,. .,,. ~., . . . . ,,7-, ... ?7 /...—— . . .
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used for this energy range (-1 80 points per eV). This
can only be attributed to the truncation errors resulting
from its criterion for determining the non-vanishing
boundary conditions described earlier.

b No noticeable differences between the results of the
KBSLSE and AKBS are observed for this energy interval
substantially higher than the thermal energy as expected.

b To verify the rigor of the analytical method, the same
calculations were repeated using various number of base
grids per resonance. A consistent decrease in the
magnitude of relative errors in the results of all numerical
methods considered as the total number of base grids per
resonance increases provides the convincing proof of the
rigor of the analytical method coded in the SUPERW
code packages

COMPARISONOFE4i011sIN WA USINO VAIWWS 8ROAOENINQ SCNEMES

1047 r I
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ENSRO?aV
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Fig, 1 Relative Errors (’%.) for Various u. Results With
Respect to Analytical Results -

Figure 2 illustrates the responses of various
numerical methods when the calculations are repeated for the
lowest resolved energy range of LPs. The focus here is the
different degrees of ease by which various methods using the
same set of base grids can reproduce the l/v behavior of the
absorption cross section as energy approaches zero. The
GGHQ andAKBS obviously can reproduce the analytical Iiiit
as intended while the KBSLSE scheme can not without the
deployment of many more base grids. The VIMB results in
the low-energy limit is based on extmpolation below a certain
cut-off point. It should be noted that the extrapolation
procedure leads to much greater errors in the scattering cross
sections under the low energy limit.n An additional case is
included here (VIMB; intr.), which simulates the realistic
situation of the VIM code at run time using the linear
interpolation scheme. It shows clearly that the interpolation
scheme at run time can introduce additional errors.

~ WV&‘ 1. J 1
O.ccol - O.ml 0.01

SNSRGY. w
0.1 1

Fig. 2 Relative Errors (%) for Various UCResults in the
Low-Energy Limit

The same type of comparison was also carried
out for LPs where resonances are more isolated and the
Reich-Moore pammeters are specified in one energy interval.
Again, the superiority of the GGHQ scheme over other
remains intact although the magnitude of relative errors tie
higher than those of I-Ps especially when the scattering cross
sections are considered. One exception worth-noting is that
the magnitude of the errors in the VIMB results are, by and
large, comparable to those.of KBSLES and AKBS schemes
except the considembly larger errors observed near the lower
and upper boundaries (10-s -104 eV ) of the resolved range.
This indicates that the truncation errors can also be significant
near the boundaries even for the well-isolated resonances.
Another noticeable featmrepertaining to the 1.P8 is the non-
symmetric nature of the scattering cross section near a sharp
s-wave resonance. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of the
scattering cross section~in barn) and the corresponding errors
of various numerical methods near the 36.6 eV resonance.
The results reflect not only the relative merits of various
numerical method but also the deficiency of the base grids
generation scheme deployed. The existing scheme clearly
favors the region near the peak but less so for regions where
the minimum and points of inflection occur. This provides
the incentive for fhrther improvement in the general strategy
currently under consideration.

C. Exploratory Work Under Consideration

The availability of the analytical approach based on the
generalized pole representation not only provides the “exact”
means to compute the point-wise cross sections at arbitmry
temperature but also the much needed theoretical basis for
optimization of mesh structures and development of viable
interpolation schemes required in the practical applications.
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Fig. 3 Relative Errors (’%.) for Various u= Results Near
the 36.6 eV Resonance

The fact that the cross sections are generally representable.
as a linear combination of the Doppler-broadened line shape
fimctions formally provides the justification for upgrading
of the commonly used mesh point generation scheme based
on a generic single level Breit-Wigner term. The procedure
can be described c nci ely in three steps: (1) generation of

7!the mesh point set x~” ~ D!) for all i = 1,2,3,..., N poles;

(2) union of all individual sets; (3) thinning of redundant
points, These steps can be carried out without ambiguities
when the energy and temperature dependence of each term
is analytically defined. This is particular so for the determin-
ation of the thinning criteria for removal of excess points, in
which several scenarios may be encountered. They anx (1)
poles are well-isolated; i.e., Df) fl D}) for all j #i; (2)
overlapping poles; i.e., D!) n D~)forjs in the neighbor-
hood of a given L (3) strongly overlapping poles; i.e.,
D$) c D!) or vice versa, The optimization of the mesh
structure can be best achieved in coordination with the
interpolation scheme to be deployed at run time.

Two possibilities are being examined:8 (1) as implied
by the success”of the GGHQ scheme, the rigor of the pre-
computed point-wise cross sections can be best preserved at
the least number of mesh points if the similar orthogonal
polynomial of quadratic order is deployed as the means of
interpolation; (2) another possibility under study is the
optimization procedure via the rational transformation. The
preliminary attempt of the latter was fwst reported in Ref. 12.
The general idea has been extended recently to more realistic
situations as reported in Ref. 8. Further investigations on
these alternatives are still being pursued.

111. EXPLOIUTION OF NEW IDEAS FOR TREATMENT
OF UNRESOLVED RESONANCES

As part of our recent efforts to upgrade the VIMB
code, exploratory studies have been initiated in order to
improve the existing algorithm for generating the probability
tables for the VIM Monte Carlo code.”z The method in place
is based on the commonly used “ladder” generation
technique’3 and the resulting tables are usually accompanied
by significant fluctuations of statistical nature in spite of large
number of statistically generated “ladders” were used. This
is especially true when the conditional means of the partial
cross sections are considered.

To search for a better means for such a purpose, one
obvious starting point k to examine the feasibility of extending
one of the three extiemely elegant methods recently developed
for treating average cross sections via the statistical properties
of the S-matrix.*&’b The case in point is whether these
methods can be extended to include the macroscopic effects
of practical interest characterized by the Doppler-effect and
self-shielding effect. Unfortunately, the efforts have been
unsuccessful in spite of many attempts. Hence, it has become
quite clear that a different physical basis is require~ whereby
the macroscopic effects must be built-in from the start.

Two physically measurable quantities aside from the
average cross sections are the transmission rates and the self-
indication ratios,” which provide the natural basis for the
issues at hand. These quantities constitute the desirable forms
with inherent presence of the macroscopic effects of intere@
from which the probability tables may be deduced.

A. Practical Implications of Transmission Rate and
Self-Indication Ratio

The transmission rate is defined represents the fraction
of neutrons with energy within certain interval can transmit
through a thin sample of thickness tl, in atom/barn, without
suffering collision defined as

TR = (exp[-u,(li)tl] ) (12)

where the average is over both energy and the known
statistical distributions of resonance parameters. The
corresponding self-indication ratio represents the fiction of
neutrons after transmitting through the fmt sample and being
absorbed in the second sample of thickness t2 defined as

“R=P(13)
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For our purpose here, it suffices to focus on the
importance of the latter to reactor applications. Of particular
interest is the limiting case when the second sample becomes
very thin; i.e.,

lim SIR = (
exp -U,(E) tl u.(E)

[ (O.(E); ) “
(14)

12-0

If the above equation is integrated over t, from O to -, one
obtains

U

u.(E)

[
lim ‘(SIR) dtl =

a,(E) (15)

11-0 0 (oJE)) ‘f

where f is just the well-known self-shielding factor. Thus,
these averages are not only physically measurable in principle
but also inherently include the macroscopic effects of practical
interest. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated” that these
averages can be computed accurately over the statistical
distributions ofresonance parameters without resorting to the
“ladder”method. In the d~cussions to follow, how the simiiar
rationale can be used as the basis for deducing the probability
density function of total cross sections and the corresponding
conditional means of absorption cross sections will be
described.

B. “Inverse Laplace Transform Method” for
Determination of Probability Tables

Our capabilities to evahmte the averages described above
lead to the belief that the same averages can be accurately
computed even if 11 is replaced by a complex number z.
Consider an average of tie form ( exp(- O,Z)} first.
Conceptually, the average in the Riemann integral sense can
be related to the corresponding average expressed in the form
of Lebesque integral defined as

(e-”’z)=/-PCJ,) e-:”’ d~,
o

(16)

where p (u,) is the p.d.f. for the total cross section. The
integral on the right-hand side of the above equation
mathematically amounts to the Laplace transform of the p.
d. f. of interest. Thus, as long as the average as a iimction of
z is known, one obtains

Similarly, by considering the thin sample self-indication

ratio with 11replaced by z, the corresponding average in the
form of Lebesque integral becomes

(u.e-”f’)=~-[~::..pk
p(uf)e-’”t dq

(18)

where p (u. Ial) md the quantity inside of square bracket
physically are the conditional p.d.f. and the conditional
means of uc of interesL respectively. Upon inversion, the
latter becomes

[

.:==’(0,)
U. P@. Iu,) dua =

fJy@(J,)
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SimilarIy, the same procedure is also applicable to the
conditional means of fission cross sections. The trans-
mission rate and the self-indication ratio can be viewed as
the special cases of these averages along the real axis of z.
Thus, these averages inherently preserve the rigor of the
correlation between the partial and the total cross sections
essential to the self-shielding effects while, at the same time,
allowing the introduction of the Doppler effects without
ambiguity. It is also interesting to note that the above
procedure becomes identifiable with the characteristic
function approach often used in statistical theory if the
averages are taken along the imaginary axis ofz.

The proposed model presented above provides a good
starting point for a potentially attractive alternative for
generating the probability tables deterministically. In
principle, there is no restriction on the form of cross section
representation that one wishes to consider. From a compu-
tational point of view, two essential issues must be resolve~
namely, evacuations of these averages as a fimction of z and
the corresponding inverse Laplace transforms. As already
demonstrated earlier,” TR and SIR can be adequately
computed via the same Gauss quadrature used for treating
the self-shielded cross sections in the unresolved energy region
described in the earlier work’s if the single level Breit-Wigner
approximation is assumed. Hence, as the first step, the same
procedure is being pursued. It is noteworthy that much
analytical insight can be demonstrated for the case at 0° K
if such a simple approximation is used. For computation of
the inverse Laplace transform, the algorithm developed by



Garbow et al.19basedon the modified Weeks method proposed
by Lyness and Giunta20was found to be best suited for this
purpose. Test calculations have been made on the inverse of
the Laplace transform of the Cauchy distribution, which
exhibits the similar behavior as that expected of p(ol), and
results are extremely encouraging. Further work on this
subject is still underway.

Conceptually, one special feature of the proposed method is
noteworthy. The averages defined by Eqs. (16) and (18)
implicitly require the preservation of the moments and the
relevant partial moments of cross sections, respectively. This
can be visualized by expanding the exponential flmction into
a power series of (J[. Thus, such a requirement can be
considered as a priori in computing the desired distributions
here as the causality relation is in computing those based on
the S-matrix.14’ls It is also interesting to note that the same
criterion is also required in the earlier method proposed by
Ribon and Maillard21 based on a different rationale. The
distinction here is that not only the p.d.f. of 01, but also the
corresponding conditional means of partial cross section can
be evaluated explicitly and uniquely without ambiguity.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our current efforts to up-gmdethe VIMB processingcode
have been focused on the processing of the resolved and the
unresolved resonance data. For the resolved energy region,
an analytical Doppler-broadening method has been developed
so that one can compute the point-wise cross sections at any
energy and temperature exactly without noticeable errors
usually associated with many numerical methods widely used.
A code package, SUPERW, has been developed to facilitate
implementation of the method to practical applications. The
availability of such a method makes possible the critical
examinations of relative accuracies achievable via various
numerical methods and a summary of the results obtained
under a “controlled” environment is presented. Conversely,
the comparisons of the results obtained via totally independent
numerical methods to those via the analytical method help
establish the rigor of the latter. Two important issues are still
being examined prior to deployment of the proposed method
are: (1) optimization of mesh structures for the point-wise
cross section libraries; (2) development of a viable
interpolation scheme in coordination with the mesh structures
in energy as well as in temperature. The resolution of these
issues will enhance the preservation of rigor of the cross
section at run time.

For the unresolved resonance treatment, an alternative
approach for computing the probability tables essential to the
Monte Carlo codes is being explored. Unlike various
statistical methods for treating the average cross sections, the
method considered here must be readily amenable to

accommodate the macroscopic effects such as Doppler effects
and self-shielding effects. In the context of probability table
approach, the latter requires the preservation of the correlation
between the partial and total cross sections. One attractive
model tailor-made for this pwpose is to examine two averages
corresponding to the transmission and self-indication ratios
with thicknesses defined in complex plane. The probability
density function of total cross section and the associated
conditional means of partial cross sections can be deduced
via the inverse Laplace transform as long as these averages
can be computed at any arbitrary thickness. Since our
capabilities to compute these quantities with real thicknesses
have already been demonstrated in the pas~ this method is
believed to be a plausible ahemative to the “ladder” method
currently in use.
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